display them in
your revision space

use images to explain
complex information

great for English,
Drama, Geography
and History

BACTERIA

ROOT HAIR

PLANT

FAT

use colour to
link themes

mind
maps

revise

get creative

use mind maps to:
- show links between the key ideas in a topic
- illustrate reasons for or causes of something
Environmental impact
Social impact
Economic impact

Job opportunities
at National Park

Generates money
for local economy
High educational
value (historical
and cultural)

Tourism in
Snowdonia

positive
impact

Increased interest
in conservation
and wildlife

Northern
Rebellion

stick to the dates
and the events only

use flow charts to:
• show a sequence or cycle
of events or processes
• show the relationship
between events

1588

Spanish
Armada

Waterfall formation
1. Soft rock erodes,
undercutting hard rock

use diagrams or words

Traffic

House prices too
high because of
desire for holiday
homes

Seasonal
work only

use arrows to
show the order
of events

2. Overhanging hard
rock collapses
3. Plunge pool
4. Repeat
5. Gorge forms

Footpath erosion, litter
and trespassing on farmland

negative
impact

use timelines to:
• show the order in
which events happened
• demonstrate causes
and consequences of
an event

add pictures to help you
visualise where events
are on the timeline

fl

use images
and shapes

1587

1569–70

Elizabeth I’s
accession

Visual

Mary
executed

1568

1558

ways to

PEUK A0314

n of
Mary, Quee
es
Scots arriv
an
in Engl d

use posters to:
• summarise a topic or unit
• display diagrams

YEAST

use big titles and
subheadings to
structure logically

keep labels
simple so you
can digest
them quickly

timeline
s

charts
ow

use colour to
highlight key information and
add interest

ter
pos s

CELLS
ANIMAL

draw in pencil first so you
can add in more events

use different shapes
of labels for different
types of events

These are all good tools for
quick reference. Once you've
made them, use them to
recap in the run-up to
your exam.
Taken from the new BBC Bitesize GCSE Revision Planner pearsonschools.co.uk/BBCBplanner

